U.S. Air Force Fact Sheet
AFICA/KG
AFICA/KG, is an Operating Location (OL) of the Air
Force Installation Contracting Agency (AFICA), a
subordinate unit of the Air Force Installation and
Mission Support Center (AFIMSC). Located at
Barksdale AFB, LA; AFICA/KG provides contract
clearance, guidance, and policy oversight to Air
Force Global Strike Command’s $323M portfolio,
executed across five operational contracting
squadrons.
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support of combatant commanders. AFGSC is the
direct descendant unit of the Cold-War-era Strategic
Air Command. It holds the lineage, history and honors of SAC. The AFGSC mission is
to provide strategic deterrence, global strike, and combat support; the AFGSC vision is:
innovative leaders providing safe, secure, and effective combat-ready forces for nuclear
and conventional global strike…today and tomorrow!
AFICA/KG acts as the Senior Business Advisors for AFGSC and brief AFGSC/CC and
other senior leaders on critical contracting issues and recommend solutions for
MAJCOM wide contracting issues and requirements. Additionally, AFICA/KG also
provides force development, policy and training for 205 military and civilian
contracting professionals in staff, center, and wing units, while leading reorganizations, lean projects, transformation efforts, and the contracting officer warrant
board training program.
AFICA/KG oversees contracting activity for the following locations:
-2 CONS, Barksdale AFB, LA
-5 CONS, Minot AFB, ND
-90 CONS, FE Warren, WY
-341 CONS, Malmstrom, MT
-509 CONS, Whiteman AFB, MO

Background:
In July 2010, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) directed each Service to
gain efficiencies and reduce operational costs. As part of this plan, Air Force
Contracting established a Headquarters Air Force level Field Operating Agency (HAFFOA) on 1 October 2013, to manage and execute above-wing operational contracting
including enterprise and strategic sourcing. This FOA, called the Air Force Installation
Contracting Agency (AFICA), located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB),
OH; realigned operational contracting staff functions and contracting resources at
above-wing contracting execution organizations while maintaining the wing-level “One
Wing, One Boss” installation support concept.
In addition to Enterprise Sourcing Squadrons (ESSs), Specialized Contracting
Squadrons (SCONs), and Contracting Squadrons (CONs); these Operation Locations
(OLs) exist worldwide. There are eight OLs within AFICA.
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